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ABSTRACT

Melling, H. 198j. In Situ Determination of the Thermal DiffuSivity of
Sea Ice. Can. Tech. Rep. Hydrogr. Ocean Sci. 27:24p.

A general method is described which utilizes measurements of tempera
ture, T, and salinity, S, within undisturbed sea tee to deduce its thermal
diffusivity, K(T,S). In applying the method, the observations are analysed
within the framework of the thermal diffusion equation so as to generate
an overdetermined system of linear equations in the unknown thermal para-,
meters, which may be solved by least-squares techniques. Observational
limitations, and statistical constraints on sampling and reliability are
discussed. Computations utilizing data from first-year sea ice 1.8 m in
thickness are presented and compared with existing experimental data and
theory.

key words: sea ice, diffusivity, temperature.
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RESUME

Melling, H. 1983. In Situ Determination of the Thermal Diffusivity of
Sea Ice. Can. Tech. Rep. Hydrogr. Ocean Sci. 27:24p.

Le present rapport decrit une methode generale permettant d'utiliser
la temperature T et la salinite S a l'interieur de la glace de mer non
perturbee pour en deduire sa diffusivite thermique K(T,S). Pour appliquer
cette methode, il faut analyser les observations ~ l'aide de 1'equation de
diffusion thermique afin de generer un systeme surdetermine d'equations
lineaires dans les parametres thermiques inconnus, equations pouvant etre
resolues par les techniques des moindres carres. On elabore les restric
ti ons qui provi ennent de l ' observati on et 1es contrai ntes stati sti ques sur
1 'echantillonnage et la fiabilite. Des calculs realises ~ partir des
donnees recueillies sur la glace de mer de moins dlun an et de 1.8 m
dlepaisseur sont presentes et compares aux donnees et a la theorie experi
mentales existantes.

Mots-cles: glace de mer, diffusivite, temperature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sea ice is a material composed of pure ice, brine, solid salts and

air. The proportions of these components depend upon conditions during

growth of the ice, on its age and on its temperature (Assur, 1958; Nakawo

and Sinha, 1981). The arran~ement of the components is bothnon-homogene

ous and anisotropic. In first-year ice, the uppermost 10-50 cm consists of

small randomly oriented ice crystals and brine pockets and has relatively
high bulk salinity (10-20). The region below, the columnar zone, consists
of long vertically oriented ice crystals separated by layers of brine

pockets which merge to form channels near the ice-water interface. Bulk
salinity generally increases with depth in this region from a minimum

(2-5), just below the uppermost layer. The lowest 10-15 cmf s the inter

facial layer where vertical growing plates of ice are separated by layers

of seawater melt. The horizontal scale of organization in sea ice is large
(0.3 - 1.0 m) relative to ice samples customarily studied (Lake and Lewis,
1970). More detailed discussion and explanation of sea-ice structure and

composition may be found in Weeks and Ackley (1983).

The thermodynamic behaviour of a solid material is determined by its

thermal diffusivity and the diffusion equation. Thermal diffusivity K, is

the ratio of thermal conductivity, k, to the product of d~nsity, p ; and

specific heat, C. However, because sea ice is not Ci pure solid and because

its individual components differ in their values of k, p and C, representa

tive bu l k val ues of these parameters must be determi ned if the overall
thermodynamic behaviour of sea ice is to be modelled without excessive

complexity. Bulk density is simply a volume-weighted average of the compo

nentdensities. The bulk specific heat, in the absence of phase change~is

a mass-weighted average of the component specific heats. However, in the
case of sea ice the specific heat is a more complex quantity, since cool

ing results in a progressive freezing of water from the brine inclusions

(with a consequent release of heat of fusion), in the concentration of

brine (with a release of heat of dilution), in addition to a cooling of

the constituents (with release of sensible heat). Bulk thermal conducti

vity depends on the geometrical arrangement of the constituents as well as

\
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on their conductivities. A suitable conductive model for sea ice has
vertically-oriented conductors made of bubbly ice connected in parallel
with conductors of brine where the cross-sectional areas of the conductors
are proporti ona:l to the vol ume rati os of the constituents. Cal culati ons of

the bulk thermodynamic properties of sea ice from a knowledge of the

constituents are reported by Anderson (1958), Schwerdtfeger (1963) and Ono

(1968).

Experimental determinati.ons of the bulk thermodynamic properties of

sea ice fall into 2 categories: laboratory studies in which samples of sea
. . .

ice are removed from an ice sheet, or manufactured for analysis; and j~

situ studies which rely on ice-sheet temperature measurements to deduce

the thermal diffusivity directly. Studies by Malmgren (1927), Nazincev

(1959) and Dixit and Pounder (1975) fall into the first category, while

those of Schwerdtfeger (1964, 1966), Weller (1968) and Oho (1965, 1966,

1968) fall into the second.

The laboratory environment facilitates accurate measurement of the

dependence Of parameters on ice temperature and bulk salinity. However,

application of laboratory results to natural ice sheets is not straight

fbrward since temperature and salinity profiles are in general not known.

Moreover, because of the large horizontal scale of structural organizatioh
in sea ice, and because of the drainage of brine from ice samples with

drawn for analysis, representative values of bulk salinity and density are
difficult to determine. In addition, convective transfer of heat occurs

within the brine channels of natural sea ice (Lake and Lewis, 1970;

Niedrauer and Martin, 1979), thereby increasing the effective thermal
conductivity above laboratory derived molecular values. In situ techniques

measure the effective values Of thermal parameters without requiring

adjustment for convective effects and with little more effort than that

involved in measuring the temperature and salinity profiles required for

utilization of laboratory data.

The in situ techniques of Schwerdtfeger and of Weller derive thermal
diffusivity from the amplitude and phase changes with depth of indenti-
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fiable temperature fluctuations propagating into an ice sheet. The tech

nique used by Ono deduces diffusivity from profile data at a depth where

the vertical temperature gradient is zero .. Neither technique is suitable

for general application.

In this paper, a general technique is developed for the determina

tion, in situ, of the thermal parameters of sea ice. The limitations on

the technique imposed by sampling requirements are discussed. For illustra

tive purposes the method is applied to an existing sea ice data set and a
major difficulty related to horizontal inhomogeneity in ice temperature is
so identified.
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2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The thermodynamical model of the ice sheet used in the determination

of the thermal parameters is one-dimensional in z where the z~axis is

directed upwards. Any temperature variations in x or y, due to changes in

ice composition and thickness or in snow cover are ignored since the poten
tial value of a simple model is to be explored.

Thermal parameters elf the ice sheet (conductivity, k; density, p ;

specific heat, C;thermal diffusivity, K = k/(pC)) are assumed to be func

tions of temperature T and ~alinity S alone. Th~re are variations ~n these

parameters with density (equivalently, air content) but these ar , of

lesser importance relative to those associated with the large temperature

and salinity ranges typically found in sea ice (-40 to -1.5 0C; 0 to 15).

The effect of solar heating of the interior of the ice is not incorpo

rated. In polar regions, insolation is small or ,absent throughout the

winter and penetration of solar radiation through snow cover is smali

(Grenfell and Maykut, 1977).

The thermal diffusion equation describing temperature changes within
a solid is:

aT a ( aT
pC at = az k 32)' (1)

where t is time. Temperature is a function of both z and t. Therefore:

8T 8TdT =, az dz + at dt.

On an isotherm, dT = 0, so that:

8T aT.9l:Le
at = az dt

(2)

(3)
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where He(t) is the vertical position of the e isotherm. The right-hand

side of (1) can be expanded to:

Substituting (4) and (3) into (1) yields:

(4)

a2T (k) (aT)2azz pc + az
ak /aT + .rr~ ak/aS = _ n i!:ie

pC az az pC az at
(5 )

This linear equation on isotherm e has unknown coefficients k!(pC) = K,
(ak!aT)!(pC) and (ak/aS)!(pC). The other terms in (5) may be evaluated,

if measurements of temperature and salinity at positions thro~gh the thick
ness of the ice and at several times are available. Because the values of
the temperature, terms wi.ll change in, ti me in response to varyi ng .snow

cover and atmospheric temperatures and the value Qfthe salinity term will
change due to brine drainage, substitution into (5) of data at each time
when isotherm e crosses isohaline cr produces a number of equations in the
three unknown thermal parameters at (e,cr). In general the system of equa
tions obtained will be overdetermined and application of standard least
squares techniques will yield the optimum solution.

A graphical interpretation of (5) is possible if the. equation is re
arranged into the form:

'- alnk X _ alnk Z 1 for ~Tz' , ~'tHe
aT e as e - K ' a a

rd. (6)

'L'

Here (X e, Ve, Ze) is observable where: Xe = '(aT!az)!(aHe!at), Ze =

(as/az)!(aHe/at), and Ve = (a2T/az2)/{(aT/az)(aH
e/at)} is related to the

curvature of the temperature profil e wi thi n the ice. A plot of (Xe, Ve,
Ze) from the various times when isotherm e crosses isohalin o will
scatter about a plane with y-intercept -l/K and slopes - (a nk/aT) and
'-(alnS/aT) in the VX and VZ planes, respectively.
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3. SAMPLING LJ:rV1ITATIONS

Three conditions must be satisfied by observations used to deduce the
·thermal parame~ers of sea ice in the mann~r described above. First, the
sampling rate in time must be adequate to resolve the highest frequency in
aT/at whicb has significant amplitude. Secorid, the spacing of temperature

sensors ~ust be adequate to resolve the v~rtical wavelength correspondi·ng

to fluctuation at this frequency. Third, the data used to compute the

least-squares solution for thermal parameters on each isotherm must be

separated sufficiently in time to be statistically independent. Sampl~ng

for salinity must be s~fficiently rapid to resolve temporal changes asso
ciated with brine drainage, and sufficiently closely spaced in tre ver

tical to resolve variations related to the rate that the ice was formed.

The temperature of the lower surface of sea ice is maintained very

close to the freezing temperature of salt water. Thus the major fluctua-,
tions in temperat~re ~ithin the ice originate in the atmosphere and propa
gate downwards. The ice acts as a low-pass filter on the t~mperature

fluctuations reaching any level z, = ~O (z = 0 at the upper surface). If

t~e ice sheet is app~oximated as a semi-infinite solid of constant diffusi

vity, the transfer function of the filter is:

= exp { - (l + j) _0_.- ;;;;-},
12K

(7)

where w= 2'ITf is angular frequency. The vertical wavelength, A, of a

fluctuation of frequency, w, is computed as the value of 0 at which the

shift in phase by HO(w) reaches 2'IT:

(8)

,.
Determination of the interval separating statistically independent values
of aT/at requires knowledge of the spectrum of aT/at over a range of
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periods from perhaps 1 hour to 30 days. This information is not available.

It may be surmised that the spectrum of T over this range at z = 0 is
"red", so that of aT/at (spectrum of T multiplied byw 2) is approximately

"whi te". Thus the shape of the spectrum of 8T/at at z = -0 wi 11 resemble

Ho*(w)HO(w). The corresponding auto-correlation function of aT/at is then:

00

(9)

-00

and the decorrelation time (interval between independent values), which

may be defined as the lag at which the parabolic approximation to BO(' )

for small, is zero, is '0 = !2/wo' Wo = 130 K/0 2 is the root-mean-square

width of HO*(w)HD(w), so that

=~
1'0 If5 K

(10)

Valuei of the decorrelation time at various depths are li~ted in Table 1
for ice of constant diffusivity (K = 10 x 10-7m2 s-1).

Sampling of temperature must occur at intervals shorter than TO

since the values used to evaluate temporal derivatives must be correlated.

Since a cubic fit to data requires 4 points, a sample interval ~qual to

'0/3 is appropriate. Values are shown for various depths in Table 1 with

corresponding values of sensor spacing.

The decorrelation time is very long (~1-2 weeks) near the base of sea

ice of thickness typically found in late winter (1-2m). As a consequence,

the acquisition of an appreciable number of statistically independe~t data
at these levels requires a very long observational period. Even at a depth

of 0.5 m, only 10 independent values can be obtained per week. In natural

sea ice the temperature of the ice/water interfac~ is about -20C and the
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Table 1: Estimated Decorrelation Times, and Suitable Sample Inter-

vals and Sensor Spacings for Temperature Measurements in
" -7 2-1Seq ice (K ~ 10 x 10 m s ).

I I ' 1 I I
I Depth IDecorrel ation ISample Interval !Sensor Spacing I
I (m) I Time (hours) I (hours) I (rn) I
I I' I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I 0.05 I 0.18 I 0.06 I 0.05 I
I I I I I
I 0.10' I 0.72 I 0.24 I 0.10 I
I I I I I
I 0.20 I 2.9 I 0.96 I 0.21 I

I

I I I I I
I 0.30 I 6.5 I 2.2 I 0.31 I
I I I I I
I 0.50 I 18 I 6.0 I 0.52 I
I I I I I
I 0.75 I 40 I 13 I 0.78 I
I I I I I
I 1. QO I 72 I 24 I 1.0 I
I I I I I
I 1. 25 I 110 I 37 I 1.3 I
I I I I I
I 1.50 1 160 I 54 I 1.6 I

-I I , I I
I 2.00 I 290 , 96 I 2.1 I
I I I I I
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thermal diffusivity decreases by a factor of 10 or more towards that
level. Thus decorrelation times are generally even greater than those

computed above using a constant value of K.

The time and space intervals listed in Table 1 are only a rough

guide. Since the estimation of verticai derivatives requires data from
several levels, then the sampling intervals (spatial and temporal) at the

level of interest must be the smallest of those appropriate at all, levels
used in the computation. Moreover, near the ice-water interface, deriva

tives must be computed by extrapolation downward from sensor levels within

the ice, and a smaller spacing than indicated in Table 1 is actually

required. Higher than minimum sampling rates will permit some reduction in

error variahce through data smoothing.

Estimates of the required accuracy and precision of temperature

measurement can be made On the basis of Table 1 and data to be discussed

in the next section. Table 2 shows the ranges in value of first deriva

tives observed near the upper and lower surfaces of a sea-ice sheet.

Suitable values of ~t and ~z, the sample intervpl qnd the sen$or spacing

from Table 1, are also listed. For an accuracy in aT/at and aT/az equal to

1% of the range in value, the accuracy. 6T, required for temperature is

listed in the lower part of Table 2. Both At and ~z must also be accurate

to 1%. Such an accuracy in time measurement is not problematic but the
necessary accuracies of 1 mm in position and.O.OOloC in temperature pose

experimental challenges.

The physics which determine gradients and variations with time of

salinity in sea ice are not well understood, and sampling requirements

are thus difficult to specify. Recent observations by Nakawo and Sinha

(1982) do provide some general guidance, however. Rapid (over 1-10 days)

desalinization by brine drainage occurs near freeze/thaw levels, whereas
at levels with lower temperature, salinity changes are very slow. Thus

near freeze/thaw levels spatial and.temporal resolution should probably be
high (perhaps "'5 cm and "'1 day), whereas at interior levels resolution

may be reduced (to perhaps '"20 cm and '"10 days). Because the destructi ve
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Table 2: Observed Ranges of Temperature Derivatives in Sea Ice (Lewis,
1967)' and the Measurement Accur-acy Required for 1% Accuracy in
their Estimation.

DEPTH WITHIN ICE

I I I
] 0.1 m I 105m I
I [ I

I I I I
10bserved Range I I j
I ar!8z [degfm] . I 10-20 I 15-16 I
I I I I
I I I I
[Observed Range 1 -30 I

10-6 I
~}x 10-

6
[

I 8T f8t [degfs] I ~x I ,
I I +30 J I I
I I I I
ISensor Spacing I , I
I 8,Z [m] I O. 1 I 0.1 I
I I I I
[Samp l e Interval I

103 I
2x 105 I

I 8,t [s] I I I
I I ] I, I I I
j I I I
/Tempera~ure Accuracy I .007 (for 8T/8Z) I .001 (for n/8z) I
I n [C] I .0004 (for 8Tfa t ) ] .001 (for aT/at) I
1 I I I
I I I I
/Position Accuracy I I I
I oZ [m] I .001 I .001 I
I I I I
I I I I
lTime Accuracy j I

2xl03 I
/ ot [ s] I 10 I I
1 I I I
I I I I
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nature of salinity determination for sea ice prohibits observation of
temperature and salinity at the same points, precision of salinity
measurement exceeding 0.5 is unnecessary since the horizontal inhomo

geneity in brine distribution for practically sized ice samples is of this

order.
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4. OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Observations suitable for application of the procedure discussed

above do not appear to exist. However, a study by Lewis (1967) comes close

to satisfying the considerations of the preceding section with regard to

temperature. In Lewis' experiment thermistor chains were frozen irito sea
ice approximately 1.8 m thick in Cambridge Bay in late winter. The verti

cal separation of thermistors was 0.15 m, which is adequate fbr estimation

of aT/az at depths below 0.3 m. The accuracy of emplacement was'.:!:.0.5 mm
and meets the constraints of Table- 2. Temperatures were sampled every

hour, an fnterval adequate aga1n"below 0.3 m. However, accuracy of tempera~

ture measurement was only O.OloC, a value that falls far short ~I the
O.OOloC requirement in Table 2. A salinity profile was det.esmj ned by Lewis

(1967) at 15 em reso-luti on , but temporal changes in salinity were not

followed. For this reason salinity dependence is ignored 'in this illustra

tive calculation, so ~hat (6} is simplified to a linear dependence of \
on Xa, (Lewis observed salinity to decrease to a minimum of 0.8 at 40 cm

depth from va"ues of 1.6 and- 5. a in the uppermost and lowest 15 cm 1ayers,

respectively) ..

The observations were prepared for analjsis in the following manner.

Time sequences at each level were manually despiked and passed through a

low-pass fflter which limited the bandwidth to a value of 0.15 cph commen
surate with the vertical thermistor spacing. Selected isotherms were
located wfthi~ the ice sMeet at each observation time by interpolating

between measurement levels using cubic Lagrange Polynomials. Values of the
first-order quantities aT/az and (a2T/az2)/(aT/az) were calculated at the

depths of the isotherms ~sing the same polynomials. Isotherm depths were
subsampled at intervals of time appropriate to each isotherm (Table 1) and

values of aHe/at computed using a quadratic Lagrange Polynomial. At times
when aHa/at fell withih the range of experimental noise, data were not
used because of their detrimental effect on the least-squares solution of
(5). Zero values of aT/az which cause similar problems were not encoun

tered in these observations.

..
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Each set of derivatives at a particular time on an isotherm formed
an independent two-parameter version of (5). The systems of independent
equations for each isotherm were p~ssed to a standard subroutine for solu

tion. Data from two thermistor chains, separated by 20 m, were so treated .

Isotherms within the ice sheet at chain #30 are depicted in Figure

1. The attenuation of fluctuations with depth, the preferential attenua

tion of high-frequency fluctuations and the growing phase lag with depth

are evident.

Figure 2 presents a selection of scatter plots of the variables in

(6) for various isotherms. A linear arrangement of the data indicates that

the mathematical formulation described in Section 2 is appropriate to the

physical situation. The intercept of such a line is -11K, and the slope 

a(lnk)/aT. The scatter plots in Figure 2 appear linear·for higher tempera

ture isotherms near the ice-water interface, but bilinear for lower temper
ature isotherms near the ice-snow interface.

The bilinear b~haviour is startling. Simple arguments based on (6)

indicate that it must result from systematic underestimates of a2T/az2 for

some portion of the record. An argument is presented in the Appendix sug
gesting that uneven and variable snow cover is the cause. Lewis (1967)

records the presence of an uneven snow cover of up to 50 em thickness at

the experiment site. Because ?now has such low thermal conductivity, a

snowdrift 20 cm high and 2 m across will generate near the ice-snow inter
face horizontal first and second derivatives of temperature comparable to

those in the vertical. Thus the one-dimensional formulation in Section 2
may not be appropriate for parameter estimation in manY,observational
situati~ns. In th~ scatter plots which show bilinear behaviour, data
define one line during the first portion of the record, and thel1 switch to
the other line for the remaining portion. It is hypothesized that the

switch occurs during a significant rearrangement of the snow cover, presum-
.. ,

ably by strong winds. Deep in the ice where the horizontal gradients are

much reduced by horizontal heat conduction at higher levels, the effect of
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drifts is felt only weakly and the parameters estimated are more closely

representative of the sea ice. The plot for -300e (Figure 2) appears

contrary to this argument, ~s it is closest ~o the ice-snow interface and
'yet shows only a single line. The explanation lies in the short sojourn of
this isotherm in the ice (Figure 1), so that on1y a single snow drift
configuration was encountered.

Figure 3 displays the derived values of thermal diffusivity versus
isotherm temperature, and curves indicating Schwerdtfeger IS (1963) values

for two salinities in the range reported by Lewis (1967). In view rf the

large scatter for temperatures below about -200e, attributable t J the

uncertain effects of uneven snow cover discussed, comment on the values in

this range is superfluous. At higher temperatures where uneven snow cover

is less influential, the agreement with Schwerdtfeger (1963) is encour
aging. The scatter in plotted points in Figure 3 results from temperature

measurement errors, f~om the neglect of salinity effects and from the
small number of independent data obtained on isotherms at levels deep
within the ice. Similar comments pertain to the values of alnk/aT depicted

in Figure 4.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The computational approach discussed is workable and produces reason

able estimates of thermal parameters for sea ice down to -200C in the test

case chosen for simplified analysis. The values for K and 3(lnk)/3T)

obtained compare quite favourably with theory and other observational

data, despite the poor (by present-day standards) absolute accuracy in

temperature measurement. The statistical scatter with this data set is

large (~20%), but some improvement may be anticipated with improvement in
measurement accuracy.

Two severe observational constraints have been identified. First, the
isotherm considered must not be SO deep in the ice that the number of inde
pendent data acquired during the observational period, is insufficient for

this analysis. Second, if the isotherm level is shallow the effect of

uneven snow cover force a 3-dimensional treatment of the thermal diffusion

problem. The first condition is surmountable (within seasonal limits) by

extending the period of observation, while the second could only be

avoided by tending the snow cover at the observational site, an unrealis

tic alternative. Thus a 3-dimensional observational array and analysis
method are probably unavoidable.

The effect of salinity on thermal parameters was neglected in the

test calculation. A comparison of the second and third terms of (5), using

Schwerdtfeger (1963) demonstrates that in this case the influence of tempe

rature in the equation is approximately four times that of salinity. Thus

the neglect of salinity herein may be (weakly) justified. However such is

generally not true. As mentioned above, the destructive nature of salinity
analysis, the drainage of brine from ice samples withdrawn for analysis

and the large scale of organization of brine distribution in sea ice all

combine to make the precise measurement of the vertical and temporal' vari
ations of sea ice salinity a formidable experiment problem. It is worth
while noting that both this problem, and the problem of uneven snow cover

are not unique to the methods discussed, but are also encountered when
values for thermal parameters appropriate for natural ice sheets must be
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chosen from la~oratory data expressed as functions of temperature and

sal i rri ty.

Measurement constraints for temperature are also severe. The position
of sensor~ frozen into the ice must be known to better than 1 mm, and tem

peratufes mU$t be accurate to ~.00050C. However, both th~se requirements

are achievable with careful engineering and calibration.

The approach discussed permits evaluation of the thermal conductivity

of sea ice only to within a multiplicativ~ constant. A direct measurement

of heat fl~x either within the ice sheet or in the atmospheric or oceanic
constant-fl ux 1ayers is thus necessary to compute thi s constant.

tot

.,
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APPENDIX:

HORIZONTAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS IN SEA ICE ASSOCIATED WITH UNEVEN SNOW
COVER

The analysis model discussed in the main body of the paper assumes
that a one-dimensional treatment of thermal diffusion is appropriate for
the analysis of observations in sea-ice temperature. However, since the

thermal conductivity of dry wind-packed snow is only about 1/8 that of sea

ice, uneven covers of thin snow can have drastic effects on ice tempera

tures. In the following simplistic calculation a snowdrift of depth, h,

and width, 2L, is assumed to overlie the thermistor chain embedded in ice

of thickness. H. Air and water temperatures are TA and TWrespectively,
while ice and snow conductivities are kI and kS' No horizontal heat trans

ports are considered. The following discussion aims only to estimate the

magnitude of thermal effects due to uneven snow cover. It does not strive

to represent effects in a physically exact formulation.

The ice surface temperature beneath the drift, TI, may be estimated
by assuming vertical flux continuity,

yielding,

TA + (kl/ks)(h/H)Tw
TI = 1 + (kl/ks)(h/H)

, I

(Al)

(A2)

\

The temperature of the nearby snowfree ice will be TA. Thus the horizon-

tal gradient of temperature at the ice surface is the order of (T
I

- TA)/L

Substituting from (A2) and setting kl/ks ~ 8 yields

8h/L
+ 8h/H

(A3)

Thus, the horizontal gradient is proportional to the vertical gradient
in the snow-free ice. The second derivative is the order of,



112T leih/L2
M2 rv 1 + 8h/H

T - Tw A
.H
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(A4) '7

again ~roporti~nal to the vertical gradient. In~erting typical values:
. . o. ° 2 2hrvO.2m, Hrvl.6m, Lrvlm, Tw-TArv30 C, glves llT/llX rv15 C/m and II T/llx rv

30oC/m2 Values of aT/az rv 190C/m and a2T/8z2 rv50oC/m 2, as found in

Lewis' (1967) observations, are of comparable magnitude. Values of the

hortzontal derivatives will decrease with increasing depth in the ice. It

is apparent from these values that a one-dimensional treatment of heat

diffusion in sea ice with uneven snow cover is not appropriate.

The li~es with differing slopes delineated by data shown in Figure

2 can be rationalized if a snow drift centred over the thermistor chain is

assumed (snow will tend to drift about any object projecting from the ice

surface). Then 6T/llx ru 0 at the chain, while1l 2T/6x2
< O. Thus some consi

derable fraction of V2T wi l l not be detected by the thermistor array and

V2T will be underestimated relative to observed values of aT~t. Since

the degree of underestimate is approximately proportional to aT~z (and

the abscissa in Figure 2), a straight line will be seen in the data, but
its slop~ will change with surface snow conditioris.

4
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